CONSHIPTRACK

TOKEN CON

www.conshiptrack.com

A DECENTRALIZED
CONTAINER TRACKING SYSTEM

Blockchain technology has disrupted several sectors
of our daily lives. In the case of shipping companies, a
tremendous amount of paperwork arises while waiting
for or shipping a container. Insurance company
tracking numbers and bureaucracy make it impossible
to materialize a tracking.

Conshiptrack is a next-generation application
formulated on Blockchain Technology. Its CON token
functions as tracking Software by assigning a contract
on the network for each particular container.
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About Logistics Conshiptrack

INTEGRATION OF LOGISTICS APPLICATIONS
The software aims to give access to logistics providers
to connect to a product in which the tracking will be
easier and faster for the combination of blockchain in
their contracts and a connection through an API.
“Reduction in detention and demurrage fees
It is likely that you will see a dramatic reduction in the
costs that you incur due to demurrage and detention.
This is because you will have timely alerts when your
cargo has arrived or when it is delayed so that you can
handle it appropriately. In the pre-technology days, the
shipment status could take time to update. That meant
that you could assume that your shipment is still on its
way when it has already arrived and is incurring
demurrage fees as well as other detention costs.
Experts estimate that you can shave off as much as a
day from the time lag before you are notified that your
shipment has arrived if you use this modern
technology. Indeed, you could have a real-time
tracking report so that your team is ready the moment
that the ship is docked. “

Projects

Conshiptrack's software will have a container tracking
system with which it will be able to provide quick
responses and updates. It must have sufficient capacity
to coordinate multiple cases. There must be an
accompanying communication system that is fully
integrated so that all parties receive the information they
need. Finally, the system must be secure because it
contains information that could be extremely sensitive.

● Track everything effortlessly
● Track your container with updates on milestones, locations and port
movements.
● Your data to make better decisions
● Transit time, container utilization are now parameters at your
fingertips, combined with Blockchain for more transparent tracking.
● The tool will collect all the necessary information to provide you
with complete visibility and up-to-date statistics on your shipments.
● FCL - is an ocean shipping mode, in which the entire container is
intended for one supplier and occupies a full container (regardless
of size).

Global Reach

The movement of maritime containers has experienced
spectacular growth over the last twenty-five years and
has become one of the pillars of globalization, which has
had a real impact on the local and regional dimension.
The strategies of shipowners and container terminal
operators have transformed the ports that have been
requiring better maritime and land accessibility
infrastructures and intermodal platforms (maritime
terminals, inland ports, container depots, etc.) at the
service of supply chains.

World
maritime
transport has been growing
uninterruptedly since 1985 - except in 2009 due to the
crisis -, having grown from 4,008 million tons in 1990 to

9,548 million tons in 2017 (Graph 1) with an average
annual growth rate of 6.9%.
In the particular case of containerized seaborne trade,
the variation has been dizzying, with a
variation has been dizzying, reaching 650% in the period
1990-2013, with an average annual growth rate of 6.9%.

Programmatic Solutions
WE BRING SHIP COMPANIES & BLOCKCHAIN TOGETHER

Conshiptrack Automated Data System (Solana) is an
integrated
container
management
system
for
international transport operations in a modern automated
environment.
Promote sustainable development by reducing the use of
paper, through the use of electronic transactions and
documents with contracts on the Blockchain.

● Quick Tracking
● Shipment Information API
● integration Blockchain technology

Demand Partners

The project consists of two phases: the creation of a
memorandum of understanding between the user and
the software module.
Through the API, aggregated trade information will be
obtained; and

The API will provide aggregate trade information; and the
intervals of automatic data notifications. automatic data
notifications.

Ship-Data-Provider system
There are a large number of 142 currently on our list for
our software.

1. CAI
2. Camellia Line
3. Interport
4. Italia Marittima
5. Kambara Kisen
6. Pan Continental Shipping
7. Pan Ocean
8. Pasha Hawaii
9. Perma Shipping Line
10. PIL
11. PSL Navegação
12. Qatar Navigation
13. Triton International
14. Turkon Line
15. UES International
16. VL Logistic
17. Volta …...

Prefix
All container prefixes must be registered by the
B.I.C. (Bureau International des Containers) in
Paris, France, to avoid more than one container
owner using the same prefix at the same time.
(Bureau International des Containers) in Paris,
France, to avoid more container owners using
the same prefix at the same time. This
guarantees the global uniqueness of an owner's
prefix according to ISO standards (ISO 6346) and
facilitates identification.

First character
Code

Container length: MM

Container length: FT

Second Character
Code

Container height: MM / Ft

Container width: MM / Ft

Third & Fourth Character

Code

Type

Group

Designation

code

Main Characteristics

Code

Code

A

B

Traffic Types

Emma was one of eight E-class ships built for
Maersk, which reigned as the largest ships for
the next six years. Fast forward 15 years and
the E-class vessels’ capacity are insufficient to
be considered amongst the ULCV behemoths.
Since the Emma Maersk, increases in size
have been more modest. Maersk Traffic data

shows that after delivery of Emma, vessel size
year on year either plateaued or reduced, and
picked up again in earnest in 2012, when a
16,020 teu vessel was delivered, followed by a
18,270 teu vessel in 2013. For the next five
years, increase in size was rarely more than
1,000 teu, until 2019 when the HMM Algeciras
was introduced to the world fleet.

Team
The Conshiptrack Ecosystem team was formed by
an international community of entrepreneurs,
programmers and cryptotech experts who came
together under the same mission: to harness the
full potential of blockchain technology and make it
accessible to everyone through innovative
products and services with real added value.
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TOKEN
CONSHIPTRACK
TOKEN Contrato
● 0xC0047130995e0E6892703BEd59AC8F5829C54106
Name : conshiptrack
Symbol: CON
Decimal : 9
Total supply: 500.000.000,00 CON

Contact

hi@conshiptrack.com

https://medium.com/@conshiptrack

https://www.facebook.com/Conshiptrack

https://twitter.com/conshiptrack

